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Orphan legume crops enter the genomics era!
Rajeev K Varshney1,2, Timothy J Close3, Nagendra K Singh4,
David A Hoisington1 and Douglas R Cook5
Many of the world’s most important food legumes are grown in
arid and semi-arid regions of Africa and Asia, where crop
productivity is hampered by biotic and abiotic stresses. Until
recently, these crops have also suffered from a dearth of
genomic and molecular-genetic resources and thus were
‘orphans’ of the genome revolution. However, the community
of legume researchers has begun a concerted effort to change
this situation. The driving force is a series of international
collaborations that benefit from recent advances in genome
sequencing and genotyping technologies. The focus of these
activities is the development of genome-scale data sets that
can be used in high-throughput approaches to facilitate
genomics-assisted breeding in these legumes.
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Introduction — the importance of legumes
The legumes comprise the third largest family of flowering plants and provide humans with important sources of
food, fodder, oil, and fiber products. These roughly 18 000
allied species [1] are divided into three subfamilies: the
basal and paraphyletic assemblage of Cesalpinoid species,
and the monophyletic Mimosoid, and Papilionoid clades.
The most conspicuous feature of the legume family is the
capacity of most species to fix atmospheric nitrogen to
ammonia in collaboration with nitrogen-fixing bacteria
known as ‘rhizobia’. The resulting ready supply of
reduced nitrogen makes legumes pivotal components
of both natural and agricultural ecosystems, and underlies
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their typically high protein content and consequently
their value as grain and fodder. On a global scale legumes
provide roughly one-third of human kind’s dietary protein
nitrogen. Legumes are also important sources of mineral
micro-nutrients and macro-nutrients [2], as well as health
promoting secondary metabolites [3] — interestingly,
many of these same metabolites protect plants against
an onslaught of pathogens and pests [4].
The Papilionoideae is the numerically dominant subfamily of legumes and includes essentially all major
legume crops. With the notable exceptions of peanut
(Arachis hypogaea in the dalbergioid clade) and lupin
(Lupinus spp. in the genistoid clade), the major crop
legumes are members of two Papilionoid clades
(Table 1), known as the hologalegina or ‘cool-season/
temperate legumes’ and millettioid or ‘warm-season/
tropical legumes’ [5]. Three cool-season legumes
(chickpea, Cicer arietinum; pea, Pisum sativum; and lentil,
Lens culinaris) were among the earliest domesticated
plant species, forming part of the so-called ‘grain ensemble’ that was brought into cultivation in the Near East
during Neolithic times [6]. Members of the sister millettioid clade include the world’s most important food
legume species, Phaseolus vulgaris or common bean, and
the most important legume oil seed crop, Glycine max or
soybean. Beyond sheer production statistics, several of
these Papilionoid legumes are vital components of the
agricultural systems in resource poor areas of the world,
with key examples including cowpea (Vigna unguiculata),
pigeonpea (Cajanus cajan), common bean, lentil, chickpea, and groundnut.

Orphan legumes: needs and opportunities
With the exception of soybean, to various extents legume
crops have suffered from poorly developed infrastructure
(both knowledge and physical capacity) for genetic and
genomic analysis — they have literally been ‘orphans’
from the genomics revolution. The lack of such infrastructure has limited the application of enabling biotechnologies for crop improvement. In particular, there
is a significant need, first, to increase the availability of
genomic data and resources in key species; second, to
decrease the barriers that limit adoption of complex
genomic data sets by crop improvement specialists; and
third, to improve the capacity for the uptake of new
biotechnologies by training the next generation of scientists to navigate both basic and applied plant science, and
thus span the ‘gap’ (in the sense of Figure 1) between
genomics and breeding.
www.sciencedirect.com
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Table 1
Major Papilionoid legume crop species and 2007 FAO production statistics
Clade affiliation

Primary species

Common name

World-wide productiona (tonnes)

Dalbergioid

Arachis hypogaea

Groundnut

34 856 007

Genistoid

Lupinus spp.

Lupins

635 337

Hologalegina

Cicer arietinum
Lens culinaris
Pisum sativum
Melilotus spp.
Medicago sativa
Trifolium spp.
Vicia faba

Chickpea
Lentil
Garden pea (dry + green)
Sweetclovers
Alfalfa
Clovers
Broad/faba bean

9 313 043
3 873 801
18 393 255

Cajanus cajan
Glycine max
Phaseolus vulgaris
Vigna unguiculata

Pigeonpea
Soybean
Common bean, (dry + green)
Cowpea

3 428 610
216 144 262
28 322 024
5 408 431

Millettioid

a

4 868 681

Source: http://faostat.fao.org/.

There is also a pressing need to explore the biological and
mechanistic bases of key legume phenotypes. For
example, all legume crops are exposed to abiotic and
biotic stresses that decrease yield and productivity.
Detailed understanding of the molecular mechanisms
that underlie these traits could lead to novel and superior
mitigating strategies. Tragically, many of these stresses
are most severe in developing regions of the world. For
example, regional climatic conditions seriously constrain
productivity in sub-Saharan Africa and parts of the Indian
subcontinent, while economic realities in many of these
same areas limit the use of resource-intensive inputs,

including irrigation and fertilizer, which could help counteract these constraints. Part of the solution, of course, is
that the next generation of improved crop genotypes
must be better equipped with endogenous capacities
to tolerate such stresses. A range of factors, including
marginal soils, suboptimal improved germplasm, and
numerous diseases and environmental stresses comprise
syndromes of regional and species-related constraints.
Thus, while cowpea and pigeonpea are among the most
drought tolerant of legume crops, periodic droughts still
limit their productivity; moreover, the major constraint to
yield in cowpea and pigeonpea is disease, caused by

Figure 1

Spanning the gap between genomics and breeding. In most legume species, crop improvement has occurred through traditional breeding
approaches, with limited or no impact from molecular technologies. The genome projects described in this review have the potential to reverse this
situation. In particular, these projects will contribute to the characterization of germplasm resources and natural populations, increase the frequency
with which genetic variation is correlated with trait variation, and bring increasingly higher throughput and lower cost technologies to bear. In parallel to
the development of genomic tools and data sets, it is important to recognize that not all genomic data are relevant to the task of crop improvement —
thus, genomics researchers must work with breeders to identify relevant genetic variation. Simultaneously, crop improvement specialists must be
better equipped with knowledge and access to infrastructure that are necessary for efficient uptake and application of genomic data. In the end, the
result will be a continuum between germplasm resources and improved crop genotypes.
www.sciencedirect.com
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Striga (a parasitic weed) and sterility mosaic virus,
respectively. Similarly, while drought can negatively
impact productivity in several legume crops, the podboring insect (Helicoverpa armigiera) is perhaps the most
persistent and serious constraint to chickpea and pigeonpea productivity. Finally, the legumes’ most notable
characteristic and perhaps their chief competitive
advantage — symbiotic nitrogen fixation — is strongly
constrained by abiotic factors such as drought, salinity,
and phosphate availability. The interaction between
biotic and abiotic stress is likely to be especially complicating in arid and semi-arid regions of the world, and
de-convoluting such interactions is an important longterm challenge for legume improvement.
In the near term, great strides in crop improvement are
possible by combining genomic tools with rationale selection of germplasm and precise phenotyping for traits of
interest — an approach termed ‘genomics-assisted breeding’ [7,8]. From a longer term perspective, improved
knowledge of biological systems will eventually allow the
prediction of emergent phenotypes from complex genotypes; such knowledge will enable modeling of complex
phenotypic outcomes from species-scale genotyping, and
potentially make in silico studies a standard prelude to
more traditional breeding practices.
The dearth of genomic resources that has characterized
most legume crops, especially those of primary importance in the developing world, is beginning to change as
these species are adopted into the genomics era. In the
past three years several national and international initiatives have emerged to tackle this challenge. Although the
explicit objectives vary from project to project, in aggregate these activities will provide genomic data sets,
derivative knowledge, and new technologies that have
the potential to transform molecular strategies for legume
crop improvement.

Germplasm as a starting point
Managed germplasm collections are available for many
orphan legume species (Table 2), and characterization of
genetic diversity within these collections is a necessary
prelude to their efficient use. The results of such genetic
analyses permit legume researchers to distil large collections of individual lineages to smaller subsets, including
representative core collections (for review see [9]). Such
subsets may be constructed to encompass the majority of
genetic and phenotypic diversity in a given species, or
they may be selected to represent desired genetic structures, such as recombinant inbred lines, purpose-driven
association panels, or even natural populations. Recent
technological advances in the areas of DNA sequencing
[10] and genotyping [11] are serving to redefine the
scope of germplasm characterization. Importantly, the
combination of high-throughput genotyping with precise
and focused phenotyping will facilitate efforts to associate
Current Opinion in Plant Biology 2009, 12:202–210

Table 2
Status of germplasm collections for the selected legumes
Species

Location of
major
collections

a

Total number
of accessions

b

Status of
core/minicore
collection

Chickpea

ICRISAT
ICARDA
USDA-ARS

20 140
12 776
6 195

1956 (211)
–
505

Common bean

CIAT
USDA-ARS

35 254
8 997

1400
198 and 224

Cowpea

IITA
USDA-ARS
UC Riverside

15 004
6 838
5 600

2062
720
–

Groundnut

ICRISAT
USDA-ARS

15 419
10 013

1704 (184)
831 (112)

Lentil

ICARDA
USDA-ARS

10 282
2 876

972
280

Pigeonpea

ICRISAT
USDA-ARS

13 632
7

1290 (146)
–

a
Information on total germplasm accessions held (as per October
2008) in international centers (e.g. ICRISAT, CIAT, IITA, and ICARDA)
and USDA-ARS genebanks taken from SINGER (http://singer.cgiar.org/index.jsp) and USDA-ARS GRIN (http://www.ars-grin.gov/npgs/
stats/) databases, respectively.
b
Information on core collection and minicore collection (in parenthesis) collected directly from respective Genebank curators.

molecular markers with agronomic traits. When distilled
to assays of acceptable cost and scale, the stage will be set
to more effectively incorporate germplasm collections of
the world’s orphan legumes into genomics-assisted breeding programs (Figure 1).

Comparative genomics as a strategy to
leverage data from the reference legume
genomes
In the 1990s, Medicago truncatula [12] and Lotus japonicus
[13] emerged as model species to accelerate the study of
legume biology. Their respective small diploid genomes,
autogamous nature, short generation times, and prolific
seed production made Medicago and Lotus excellent
choices for undertaking genome analyses, and a range
of powerful molecular, genetic, and genomic tools have
been developed in each species [14]. Examples of such
tools include genetic and physical maps [15–17]; comprehensive EST collections, and detailed expression
atlases [18,19,20]; proteome [21] and small RNA catalogs [22]; resources for forward and reversed genetics [23–
26]; bioinformatics tools and databases [27,28]; metabolomic profiling [29]; and genome-wide sequence data
[30,31,32].
Owing to phylogenetic relationships within the legume
family [5], the investments made in Medicago and Lotus
genomics have fuelled research to transfer knowledge of
genome structure and function from the well-characterized reference legumes (including soybean) to related
www.sciencedirect.com
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Table 3
Overview on genomic resources in selected legume crop species
Cowpea

Chickpea

Pigeonpea

Groundnut

Lentil

Common bean

Species
Ploidy
Genome size

Vigna unguiculata
2n = 2x = 22
620 Mbp

Cicer arietinum
2n = 2x = 16
740 Mbp

Cajanus cajan
2n = 2x = 22
858 Mbp

Lens culinaris
2n = 2x = 14
4063 Mbp

Phaseolus vulgaris
2n = 2x = 22
637 Mbp

SSRs (in use)

768 BES-SSRsa,b

510 genomic SSRse (see [9]),
1 655 BES-SSRsa,b

130 genomic
SSRsb,e (see [9])

Arachis spp.
2n = 2x = 20, 2n = 4x = 40
2n = 1260 Mbp (A. duranensis —
AA genome; A. ipanensis — BB
genome), 4n = 2890 Mbp
700a (see [9]), >2000 EST-SSRs g

100h (e.g. [48])

BAC libraries

6Xd, 10Xa, 17X c

3.8X (see [9]), 7X (see [9]), 10X a

11X a



BAC-end sequences

46 270 (33.2 Mbp)a,e

85 785 (56.5 Mbp)a,b,e



ESTs

50 120 (36.7 Mbp)a,e,
30 000 c
183 658 e

4X A. hypogaeaa 6.5X
A. hypogaea (see [9]) 7.4X
A. duranensis [47] 5.3X A. ipaensis
41 856 (28.6 Mbp) a

500 genomic
and EST-SSRs
(see [49])
10–20X [50]

7355b,e, 20 159b, 435 184 454/FLX b

933e, 9888b, 15 000f,
496 705 454/FLX b

59 288 e

1e

89 017
(62 Mbp) [40]
83 448 e

Genetic maps
Broad crosses
Narrow crosses
Physical map

++
+
Yes c

++
+
No

No
No
No

AA (2X) genome: ++
BB (2X) genome: ++, AABB (4X): +
In progress

+
+
No

++
+
Yes [40]

a
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Source of information: UC Davis (DR Cook).
Source of information: ICRISAT (RK Varshney).
c
Source of information: UC Riverside (TJ Close, MC Luo).
d
Source of information: University of Virginia (M Timko).
e
Source of information: In public domain (e.g. NCBI).
f
Source of information: NRCPB (NK Singh).
g
Source of information: University of Georgia (SJ Knapp).
h
Source of information: USDA-ARS/Washington State University (PN Rajesh).
b
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food and feed legumes. It is noteworthy that, with the
exception of polyploidy in select species (e.g. soybean,
cultivated groundnut, and alfalfa), the most recent whole
genome duplication in the Papilionoideae is predicted to
be at least as ancient as the divergence of the Hologalegina and Millettioid clades [31]. One might predict,
therefore, that genome structure and content have been
relatively stable since divergence of orphan legume
species from the related reference species. Indeed, several studies have shown conserved synteny among the
cool-season legumes, including between M. truncatula
and alfalfa [16] and pea [33], as well as between the
major Papilionoid clades listed in Table 1 [34,35,36].
Conservation of genome structure and function between
legume species should facilitate the use and reuse of
genomics resources between different legume species, as
in the case of cross-species molecular markers [37], and in
the case of cross-species use of oligonucleotide arrays
[38]. Moreover, the benefit of comparative biology to the
study of agronomic traits has been recently demonstrated
in the case of cross-species transfer of disease resistance
between M. truncatula and alfalfa [39].
The existing legume comparative maps are based on
small numbers of orthologous markers and thus are
imprecise tools for translation between species. One goal
of current research is to develop considerably more
detailed comparative genetic maps, based on hundreds
to thousands of conserved genes. For example, a project
led by a coalition of UC-Davis, Tuskegee University, and
the National Center for Genome Resources (NCGR)
focuses on allele resequencing of 1369 orthologous genes
across the orphan legume species, creating a syntenic
network of 10 orphan and reference legume genomes.
The current data set of polymorphic genes represents
35 000 validated SNP.

Genome-specific genetic resources
As a complement to the efforts on cross-species genome
resources, even larger efforts are being directed toward
the development of species-specific genomic tools and
data sets. These efforts are being driven in part by
reduced sequencing costs, advances in automation, and
the advent of high-throughput genotyping platforms
(Figure 1), leading to the situations described below
where considerable progress is on the horizon.
Bacterial artificial chromosome libraries as primary
species-specific resources

Recent efforts have produced BAC libraries that
represent several fold genome coverage, often in multiple
genotypes, for most of the target legume species
(Table 3). Production of BAC libraries has been combined with medium-scale BAC end sequencing and
bioinformatics analyses, yielding between 35 Mbp and
65 Mbp of genome sequence data per species. In the
cases of cowpea, common bean, and diploid peanut
Current Opinion in Plant Biology 2009, 12:202–210

(Arachis duranensis) BAC library production has been
combined with genome-wide physical mapping efforts.
In cowpea, for example, 60 000 BAC clones were subjected to high information content fingerprinting (HICF)
and assembled into a 10X physical map. Efforts are
underway to anchor the cowpea physical map to the
emerging SNP-based genetic linkage map (see below).
Related activities in common bean have yielded a 9X
draft physical map [40], including the sequencing of
89 000 BAC ends. The resulting sequence data
represent 62 Mbp of genome sequence, or an estimated
9.5% of the common bean genome. BAC-based resources
will have great utility for subsequent genome analyses,
because they provide the basis for a physical interpretation of other genetic and genomics resources within each
species, and they will facilitate more detailed analysis of
high value regions of the genomes of orphan legumes.
Simple sequence repeats or microsatellites

Owing to their multi-allelic and codominant nature,
simple sequence repeats (SSRs) have often been the
markers of choice in plant genetics and breeding [41].
SSR markers have been developed from both genomic
and transcript data sets. Transcript-associated SSRs have
the advantage of mapping annotated genes, but the
disadvantage of comparatively low polymorphism rates
[42]. More recently BAC end-sequence data sets have
been mined for SSRs (e.g. [17]), facilitating the integration of genetic, physical, and genome sequence
resources. Fortuitously, SSRs are over-represented on
BACs whose end sequences are low-copy and/or genecontaining, presumably biasing genetic maps toward the
gene-containing euchromatin — the genome fraction
most likely to control agronomic phenotypes. Integration
of these newly isolated SSR markers into genetic maps is
ongoing in chickpea, cowpea, pigeonpea, common bean,
and peanut; the result should be increased linkage between physical and genetic map resources, and will
provide a useful complement to gene-based SNP markers.
Genome-scale analyses of NBS–LRR disease resistance
gene homologs

Although plant genomes contain numerous genes that
confer disease resistance, the most abundant class of
disease resistance genes contains a centrally located
nucleotide-binding site (NBS) domain and a carboxyterminal leucine-rich repeat (LRR) domain. Researchers
at the University of California-Davis and Tuskegee
University have used the known diversity of NBS
domain proteins identified in M. truncatula [43,44] to
develop PCR primers for deep sampling of NBS domains
across the Fabaceae, including cowpea, pigeonpea, common bean, chickpea, peanut, lentil, lupin, and redbud
(Cercis occidentalis, a basal Cesalpinoid legume). To date
>3000 unique NBS domains have been identified. In
parallel to gene cloning, BAC-based physical maps are
www.sciencedirect.com
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being produced around singleton and clustered disease
resistance gene homologs, while BAC end sequencing is
providing the basis for the development of SSR and SNP
genetic markers. The goal is a comprehensive moleculargenetic resource of candidate disease resistance genes in
each of the target species, providing tools for molecular
breeding as well as more fundamental studies of resistance gene evolution.

Gene discovery, functional genomics, and
genotyping
Functional genomics has revolutionized biological research
in several crop species and is predicted to have a similar
impact on plant breeding [7] — especially as a means to
identify genes underlying agronomic traits. In many
species, collections of expressed sequence tag (EST) data
have provided an important starting point for functional
genomics strategies. Although hundreds of thousands
ESTs are available in Medicago, Lotus, and soybean, until
recently transcript sequence data were scarce in the orphan
legumes. Current efforts are changing this situation.
In cowpea, Sanger EST sequencing projects have yielded a
large number of ESTs. The respective cowpea ESTs, now
publicly available from NCBI, were from cDNA libraries of
9 diverse genotypes produced by researchers at the UC
Riverside (141 538 ESTs; sequenced mainly at the Department of Energy Joint Genome Institute, USA), and 2
normalized cDNA libraries produced in a project headed
by researchers at IITA, derived from 4 African breeding
genotypes (41 505 ESTs; sequenced at the JCVI). In
parallel, the Kirkhouse Trust has funded low pass genome
sequencing of hypomethylated cowpea DNA, representing 160 Mbp of sequence information that contains partial structures for thousands of genes [45].
In the case of chickpea, 80 238 26-bp tags representing
17 493 unique transcripts (UniTags) from droughtstressed and nonstressed control roots have been generated using SuperSAGE technology for the analysis of
gene expression in chickpea roots in response to drought
[46]. Sanger sequencing has been used to a limited extent
to access the chickpea and pigeonpea transcriptomes
(27 000 and 13 000 ESTs, respectively) (Table 3). More
recently, 454/FLX sequencing was used at ICRISAT in
collaboration with JCVI and NCGR to obtain 435 184 and
496 705 sequence reads for chickpea and pigeonpea,
respectively, providing 44 852 and 48 519 contigs. These
sequence data provide access to a significant fraction of
the total transcriptomes of chickpea and pigeonpea, and
are expected to aid in the analysis of drought tolerance,
including candidate gene discovery and the development
of molecular markers for breeding applications [42].
Slightly more extensive Sanger sequencing has been conducted in the peanut genomes, with 54 000 ESTs available for cultivated peanut (A. hypogaea) and 6000 ESTs in
www.sciencedirect.com

the diploid A. stenosperma. Recently, approximately
1 000 000 454/FLX sequence reads have been generated
for two A. duranensis genotypes at the University of
Georgia, in collaboration with JCVI. These sequences
are expected to represent at least 40 000 unigenes.
Next generation genotyping and sequencing
technologies

New sequencing and genotyping technologies will play
an increasingly significant role in the genomics of orphan
legumes. Of particular importance is the ability of these
technologies to sequence at great depths, which will
reduce the barrier to SNP discovery that has plagued
the narrow germplasm base of many orphan legumes. As
described below, large-scale SNP discovery efforts are
being combined with massively parallel genotyping platforms, which will accelerate linkage mapping and whole
genome association (WGA) studies.
Researchers at the University of California-Riverside constructed multiple sequence alignments from ESTs derived
from multiple cowpea genotypes, and identified approximately 8500 SNPs. One thousand five hundred and thirtysix SNPs were chosen and the first Illumina GoldenGate
assay has been prepared for cowpea. The respective cowpea ESTs were mainly from 11 diverse genotypes compiled by researchers at the University of California
Riverside (141 538 ESTs), and 2 normalized cDNA
libraries produced at IITA in Nairobi, Kenya, derived from
4 African breeding genotypes (41 505 ESTs).
For SNP discovery in chickpea, Solexa 1 Gbp technology
was used to sequence root cDNAs from parents of a
mapping population segregating for drought tolerance.
This work was conducted as a collaborative effort involving the NCGR, University of California-Davis, and
ICRISAT. One-half run of Solexa sequencing yielded
5.2  106 and 3.6  106 sequence reads for each genotype, respectively. Owing to the absence of extensive
chickpea genome sequence, genomic data from M. truncatula and transcriptome sequence data from other
legume species were used to align and analyze the Solexa
data sets for SNP discovery.
In the case of pigeonpea, researchers at NCGR and
ICRISAT are using Solexa 1 Gbp sequencing to analyze
cDNA from 10 lines that are the parents of key mapping
populations. In parallel, ICRISAT and JCVI are sequencing cDNA libraries of a single pigeonpea genotype using
454/FLX technology. The combination of 454/FLX
cDNA reads, 55 Mbp of pigeonpea BAC end data, and
sequence data from the closely related soybean genome,
should facilitate assembly and SNP discovery among the
more numerous but shorter Solexa reads.
The large quantity of 454/FLX reads currently available for
multiple genotypes of diploid groundnut (A. duranensis) is
Current Opinion in Plant Biology 2009, 12:202–210
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expected to yield 20 000 SNPs. These same A. duranensis
genotypes, as well as those of other AA genome species
provided by researchers at the Catholic University in
Brazil, are being analyzed using the orthologous marker
resources developed at UC Davis. These SNP data sets
will be combined to develop an Illumina SNP genotyping
platform containing 2X 1536 SNPs that will enable
detailed molecular-genetic analysis of the Arachis genome.
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Conclusions
Recent progress in the development of genome-scale data
sets for several legume species offers important new
possibilities for crop improvement. This progress will
enable biotechnologists to more rapidly and precisely
target genes that underlie key agronomic traits, and with
such knowledge to develop molecular assays that are both
relevant and of appropriate scale for breeding applications. Among the most important agronomic targets
are a series of abiotic and biotic stresses that limit crop
productivity, especially in the marginal physical and
economic environments that define much of Africa and
parts of Asia. In this context, an important but underutilized asset of several legume species is their extensive
germplasm collections. These collections reflect global
genetic diversity in each species and as such they are
storehouses of potential genetic solutions to a range of
agronomic constraints. Molecular analysis of germplasm
collections with new-generation genomic tools will accelerate trait discovery through methods such as linkage and
association mapping. Moreover, organized genome
resources, including physical maps and functional genomics tools, will facilitate the isolation of genes for resistance/tolerance to biotic/abiotic stresses. Ultimately the
availability of high-throughput and cost-effective genotyping platforms, combined with automation in phenotyping methodologies, will increase the uptake of
genomic tools into breeding programs, and thus usher
in an era of genomics-enabled molecular breeding in
these legumes.
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